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Latest Whiskey Exit
Our latest exit was a batch of high rye bourbon sold for 30.74% above their initial purchase price.
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The hold time and performance of casks may vary and are subject to market conditions. The example provided is for illustrative purposes only and should not be considered as a guarantee or prediction of future performance.

Get Started


 How it Works
Vinovest allows you to buy, sell, and store your unique casks of whiskey in one place.

	1
Fund your account
American Whiskey starts at $1,750.


	2
Receive whiskey
We source, authenticate, insure and store your whiskey. 


	3
Track your growth
We recommend holding your whiskey for 2 to 4 years.


	4
Sell your whiskey
We will sell your cask when it reaches maturity.
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Exclusive Whiskey Benefits
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Insured & Managed
Insured and managed by the whiskey experts
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Recession-Resistant
Take the sting out of tough times with a recession-resistant asset
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Visit it
Schedule a visit to see your cask in person
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Bottle it
Don’t want to sell your cask? Opt to have it bottled
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Historically Great
Historically, whiskey returns 12-18% on investment per year
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Education & Support
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American Whiskey Guide
Learn about whiskey and its market dynamics in our comprehensive American Whiskey Guide.
Explore now
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Help Center & FAQ
Learn more about Vinovest and get answers to our investors' most commonly asked questions.
Learn more
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Company
HomeAboutVinovest councilCareersPress
Learn
Why wineWhy whiskeyHow it worksPricingTrack Record
Services
GuaranteeSustainabilityWine futuresWine Directory
Resources
BlogHelpContact usPrivacy policyT&CAccessibility

$ US Dollars (USD)
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Recent articles
Champagne (Taste, Best Bottles, Prices 2021)How to Make a Mimosa (Recipe, Wine Ideas, Serving)Easy Sangria Recipes (Tips, Best Wines)Malbec Wine - Winemaking, Best Wines, Prices (2021)Sauvignon Blanc (Best Wines, Taste, Prices 2021)

Sign up for the newsletter!



Want to talk wine investing?
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Vinovest,inc. (“Vinovest“) operates a website at vinovest.co and certain mobile apps (the “Platform“). By using the Platform, you accept our  Terms of Service and Privacy Policy. All images and return and projection figures shown are for illustrative purposes only, may assume additional investments over time, and are not actual Vinovest customer or model returns or projections. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Any historical returns, expected returns, or probability projections may not reflect actual future performance. All purchases involve risk and may result in damages, partial or total loss. While the data we use from third parties is believed to be reliable, we cannot ensure the accuracy or completeness of data provided by involved third parties. Neither Vinovest nor any of its affiliates provide tax advice and do not represent in any manner that the outcomes described herein will result in any particular tax consequence. Prospective customers should confer with their personal tax advisors regarding the tax consequences based on their particular circumstances. Neither Vinovest nor any of its affiliates assume responsibility for the tax consequences for any customer.





